IgG4-Unrelated Type 1 Auto Immune Pancreatitis Manifesting with Pancreatic Head Mass Mimicking Cancer
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Abstract

Auto immune pancreatitis (AIP) is an uncommon form of chronic pancreatitis that has been divided into type 1 and type 2 which have distinct histopathology and clinical features. Type 1 AIP seems to be the pancreatic manifestation of an IgG4-related systemic disease, characterized by elevated IgG4 serum levels, infiltration of IgG4-positive plasma cells and extrapancreatic lesions. When manifesting as a focal disease in the pancreas, it can be challenging to differentiate it from pancreatic cancer (PC). Because AIP is typically responsive to steroid therapy without the need for resection, differentiation between these two diseases is critical. We report the case of a 56-year-old man with initial suspect of PC, and final diagnosis of type 1 AIP according to the International Consensus Diagnostic Criteria (ICDC) without elevated levels of serum IgG4 or need for a histology sample. We take a review of literature in order to improve the diagnostic accuracy of AIP and describe clinical and imaging features to differentiate it from PC and avoid unnecessary surgery due to misdiagnosis.
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1. Introduction

Autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) is a rare pancreatic disorder among chronic pancreatitis that may mimic pancreatic cancer (PC) [1]. It was first characterized in 1961 from a patient showing signs of pancreatic damage with associated au-
toimmunity. The term AIP was first used in 1995 by Yoshida et al. to describe a type of chronic pancreatitis associated with a Sjogren-like syndrome [2]. In 2002, the Japan Pancreas Society (JPS) proposed the world’s first clinical diagnostic criteria for AIP (JPS 2002) [3], which was revised in 2006 (JPS, 2006). Subsequently, the International Consensus Diagnostic Criteria (ICDC) was proposed in 2011 and AIP was divided into type 1 and type 2 with distinct histopathology and clinical features [2] [3]. Type 1 is more frequent than type 2 and shares some clinical, biological and radiological features with PC making the differential diagnosis very difficult [1]. We report the case of a 56-year-old man with initial suspect of PC, and final diagnosis of type 1 AIP according to the ICDC without elevated levels of serum IgG4 or need for a histology sample. The aim is to describe clinical and imaging features of AIP to differentiate it from PC and avoid unnecessary surgery due to misdiagnosis.

2. Case Report

A 56-year-old male was admitted to emergency department with 2 weeks history of sub acute upper abdominal pain. He has medical past history of alcohol and tobacco abuse since 30 years without other illness or family history. He also reports a weigh loss of 4 Kg in 2 months. The Physical examination revealed a slight jaundice without fever. Abdominal ultrasonography demonstrated a 60 cm-sized hypoechoic mass in the pancreatic without dilation of the intrahepatic and extrahepatic bile ducts and the main pancreatic duct. Laboratory tests showed: elevated levels of alkaline phosphatase (ALP: 184 IU/L; normal range, 45 - 125 IU/L),) and γ-glutamyltransferase (γ-GT: 118 IU/L; normal range, 10 - 60 IU/L), normal levels of total bilirubin, aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase, and mild elevated level of lipase (92 IU/L; normal range, 6-48 IU/L). Test of tumor markers revealed mild elevated level of CA199 (52 IU/ml; normal range, 0 - 37 IU/ml).Complete blood count and renal function were normal. Pancreatic cancer was suspected and the patient was referred to the gastroenterology department for additional management. Abdominal computed tomography (CT) revealed: localized swelling of the head of the pancreas that shows fair enhancement resulting almost isodense in the delayed phase with a hypodense peripancreatic Rim slightly enhanced in the delayed phase, and mild dilation of common bile duct (8 mm) with a thickened enhanced wall without dilation of the main pancreatic duct. There were neither calcifications nor distal pancreatic atrophy. Regional limphnodes and liver metastases were absent. At magnetic resonance image (MRI), the affected portion of the pancreas was hypointense on T1-weighted fat-saturated images and hyperintense on T2-weighted fat-saturated images, with diffusion coefficient restriction. At dynamic examination the pancreatic lesion showed heterogeneous diminished enhancement in the early phase and delayed enhancement in the late phase of contrast. The capsule-like rim described at CT was hypointense on both T1 and T2-weighted images, and has delayed moderate enhancement on
Figure 1. Transversal abdominal ultrasonography: hypoechoic mass in the pancreatic (red arrow).

Figure 2. Axial abdominal computed tomography (CT). arterial phase (A), portal phase (B) and delayed phase (C): localized swelling of the head of the pancreas with fair enhancement resulting almost isodense in the delayed phase (yellow arrow). Hypodense peripancreatic Rim slightly enhanced in the delayed phase (red arrow). Mild dilation of common bile duct with a thickened enhanced wall (blue arrow).

contrast-enhanced MR (Figure 3). At magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography: the main pancreatic duct shows a segmental stenosis without upstream dilation. The intrahepatic bile ducts present irregular slightly stenotic portions (Figure 4). The patient was suspected of suffering from AIP. The serum IgG levels was performed however IgG4 levels were not elevated. After multidisciplinary consultation, endoscopic ultrasonography with histological examination was judged not necessary and the patient was diagnosed with type 1 AIP according to the International Consensus Diagnostic Criteria (ICDC). Steroid therapy with oral prednisone (40 mg per day) was administered for 4 weeks then it was tapered off every week by 5 mg. patient clinical conditions and laboratory tests improved. Six month later, the repeat CT scan did not evidence pancreatic
lesions (Figure 5). The patient was followed up at the hospital and discharged after approximately 1 year.

3. Discussion

In 2011 the International Association of Pancreatology proposed the ICDC for

Figure 3. Magnetic resonance (MR): the affected portion of the pancreas (red asterisk) was hypointense on T1-weighted fat-saturated images (A) and hyperintense on T2-weighted fat-saturated images (B), with diffusion coefficient restriction (C). At dynamic examination, it showed heterogeneous diminished enhancement in the early phase (D) and delayed enhancement in the late phase of contrast (E). The capsule-like rim (yellow asterisk) was hypointense on both T1 (A) and T2-weighted images (B) and has delayed moderate enhancement on contrast-enhanced MR (E).

Figure 4. Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP): the main pancreatic duct shows a segmental stenosis (yellow arrow) without upstream dilation (red arrow). The intrahepatic bile ducts present irregular slightly stenotic portions (blue arrow).
AIP presenting five cardinal features such as imaging of the pancreatic parenchyma on computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) and duct on endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) or magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP), serology, other organ involvement, histology and response to steroid therapy. Each feature is categorized as a level 1 or 2 finding, depending on the diagnostic reliability. The diagnosis of type 1 and type 2 AIP can be definitive or probable [1] [2] [4].

Indeed, type 1 and type 2 AIP have distinct histopathology, clinical features and different diagnostic criteria. Type 1 AIP or lymphoplasmacytic sclerosing pancreatitis (LPSP) seems to be the pancreatic manifestation of an IgG4-related systemic disease, characterized by elevated IgG4 serum levels, infiltration of IgG4-positive plasma cells and extrapancreatic lesions (e.g., sclerosing cholangitis, sclerosing sialoadenitis and retroperitoneal fibrosis). This form of AIP presents predominantly with obstructive jaundice in elderly male subjects. Its clinical diagnosis can be made without need for a histology sample. Type 2 AIP or idiopathic duct-centric pancreatitis (IDCP) characterized by granulocyte epithelial lesions (GEL) has none or very few IgG4-positive plasma cells, no serum IgG4 elevation and appears to be a pancreas-specific disorder without extrapancreatic involvement. Approximately 30% of reported cases of IDCP are associated with inflammatory bowel disease. Patients with IDCP are, on average, a decade younger than LPSP patients and the disease does not show a sex preference. Because IDCP patients are seronegative and lack other organ involvement, definitive diagnosis requires pancreatic histology [2] [3].

AIP patients and those with PC have many clinical, biological and imaging features in common, such as elderly male’s predominance, painless jaundice, weight loss, development of new-onset diabetes mellitus (DM), and elevated levels of serum tumor markers [5] [6]. Thus It is imperative to differentiate AIP from PC, especially with focal pancreatic enlargement on imaging to prevent unnecessary surgery or delayed initiation of corticosteroid therapy [1] [6].

Clinical presentation of AIP can be acute, with obstructive jaundice by a pancreatic mass, or chronic with symptoms of chronic pancreatitis (pain, diarr-
hepa, diabetes). In AIP, jaundice can sometimes float or even spontaneously attenuate, while in PC jaundice progresses steadily.

As regards serology, a marked elevation of serum IgG4 (>2 times upper normal limit) is suggestive of type 1 AIP [1]. However, we report a case of AIP compatible with type 1 AIP according to ICDC but without elevated levels of serum IgG4; it suggests that the phenotype of type 1 AIP does not require an elevation of IgG4 [7]. Other diseases such as atopic dermatitis, parasitic infections, pemphigus vulgaris, pemphigus foliaceus, and pancreatic carcinoma, can also be associated with elevated levels of IgG4 [8]. Therefore, elevation of serum IgG4 levels alone cannot rule out PC [4] and should be interpreted with caution in patients with a mass in the pancreas but no histological documentation of either carcinoma or pancreatitis [5].

Imaging plays an important role in the diagnostic work up for AIP as reflected in the different existing diagnostic criteria radiological findings [4]. We distinguish two radiological types. The diffuse form (the most frequent, 70% of cases); the pancreas has a characteristic sausage-like appearance with diffuse enlargement and loss of the lobular contours. It is diffusely hypointense on T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2-weighted images with diffusely enhancement on delayed phase of dynamic CT and MRI that is characteristic of AIP [4] [6] [9]. A non-enhancing fibrotic rim encircling the affected parenchyma (hypointense on both T1- and T2-weighted images) may also be present [9]. This form is rarely seen in PC [4].

The focal form (30% of cases) manifests as a focal mass, often within the pancreatic head that may mimic a PC [6] as in our case. On CT the enlarged segment of the pancreas is typically isoattenuating or hypoattenuating to the spared, non-enlarged portion of parenchyma and may be indistinguishable from PC. At MRI the involved portion is hypointense on T1-weighted images, slightly hyperintense on T2-weighted images, and has heterogeneously diminished enhancement in the early phase and delayed enhancement in the late phase of contrast enhancement. The capsule-like rim is usually hypointense on both T1 and T2-weighted images, and has delayed moderate enhancement on contrast-enhanced MR [2]. All these features were present in our patient.

Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) has become popular as a noninvasive method for obtaining high quality images of the pancreaticobiliary tree but there has been a controversy in usefulness of MRCP in diagnosis of AIP. The major problem is that the narrowed main pancreatic duct (MPD) seen on ERCP cannot be visualized on MRCP, because of the inferior resolution of MRCP compared with ERCP [3]. However, MRCP findings of a segmental or skipped non-visualized main pancreatic duct accompanied by less upstream main pancreatic duct dilatation than what is usually seen with adenocarcinoma may suggest the presence of focal AIP [2] [3]. The MPD in focal AIP is not completely obstructed and tends to penetrate the mass after secretin administration, with the so-called "penetrating duct sign", which has been described to be highly
specific for benign strictures. Bile duct abnormalities can be also recognized; these include smooth narrowing of the intrapancreatic portion of the common bile duct, or irregularity and stricturing of the intra- and extra-hepatic bile ducts with features similar to those seen in primary sclerosing cholangitis. Enhancing duct wall thickening is also a recognized feature and, less commonly, intra-hepatic bile duct dilation may also be observed [2] [6].

At DWI, AIP and PC are both detected as high signal intensity areas at high $b$-values images; however, PC usually presents as a solitary area, while diffuse or multiple high-intensity areas are suggestive for AIP. It has been found that mean ADC values are significantly lower in AIP than in PC, which has ADC values lower than normal pancreatic parenchyma. Muhi et al. found that the optimal ADC cutoff value (100% sensitivity and 89% specificity) for differentiating mass-forming AIP from PC would be $0.88 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s. The reason of these findings resides in the anatomo-pathological features of these lesions: the cellularity of the dense lymphoplasmocytic infiltrate in AIP is greater than that of PC and induces lower ADC values in AIP than in PC [2].

On 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-Positron Emission Tomography (PET), pancreatic FDG uptake is observed in both, but abnormal extrapancreatic uptake, such as extensive lymph nodes or swollen salivary glands, is highly suggestive of AIP [2].

Presence of other organ involvements such as bilateral salivary gland swelling, retroperitoneal fibrosis and hilar or intrahepatic sclerosing cholangitis is highly suggestive of AIP rather than PC [2] [4]. In our case, CT/MRI images demonstrated enhancement and wall thickening of the common bile duct, which might be caused by obstruction due to the enlarged pancreas head, or probably manifested as the extrapancreatic involvement in AIP associated with intrahepatic sclerosing cholangitis seen in MRCP.

In summary, imaging features that favor focal AIP over cancer include: 1) delayed homogeneous enhancement; 2) hypo attenuating capsule-like rim; 3) the absence of distal pancreatic atrophy; 4) irregular narrowing on MRCP of the MPD; and 5) irregularity and stricturing of the intra- and extra-hepatic bile ducts. Moreover, no or minimal upstream dilatation, and the absence of metastatic disease can also be helpful to differentiate AIP from PC [6] [9].

In some cases, when diagnosis is difficult histopathological examination is necessary. Endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration (EUS-FNA) is useful to either diagnose or rule out PC. However, definitive diagnosis of AIP is sometimes difficult by EUS-FNA, because of the small sample size obtained [4]. Our patient did not need histological evidence, two of level 1 radiological criteria was sufficient to diagnose a definitive type 1 AIP according to ICDC: a segmental narrowing of MPD without upstream dilation and stenotic portions of intra-hepatic bile ducts.

A peculiar feature of AIP is the response to steroid treatment; however, corticosteroid diagnostic therapy is not generally recommended, and it should only
be performed in carefully selected patients after obtaining negative results from a work-up for pancreatic cancer, including EUS-FNA [1]. Response to steroids is based on objective data such as radiologic evidence a dramatic decrease in the pancreatic mass or other organ involvement, resolution of the obstructive jaundice without biliary stenting, and normalization of liver function tests. If there is no such improvement or if the cancer antigen 19.9 level is rising, then the diagnosis of AIP should be reconsidered [2]. Our patient has responded dramatically to the steroid therapy both clinically and radiologically, confirming the diagnosis of type 1 AIP.

4. Conclusion

The case proposed demonstrates that type 1 AIP can be diagnosed without elevated levels of serum IgG4 or need for histology sample according to the ICDC, and shows how clinical and radiological presentation of AIP can be similar to that of PC especially when manifesting as a focal disease in the pancreas. Thus, AIP should be considered among differential diagnosis of PC in order to prevent unnecessary surgery or delayed initiation of corticosteroid therapy. Imaging plays an important role in the diagnostic work for AIP and can guide to benign or malign etiologies. However, radiological findings must be interpreted in clinical and analytical context.
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